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and experiment. is quite good. Spectra computed
with plane-wave and constant matrix elements
gave poor agreement with experiment. We note
that agreement with experiment would be im-
proved if the theoretical spectra were convoluted
with an asymmetric energy-broadening function.

One notable success of the present model is the
predicted strength of the peak near 5 eV of bind-
ing energy occurring in Fig. 2. We find that this
peak is 8/o d like, but it occurs weakly since it
has mostly m=2 character. The relative strength
of this peak should increase when the photon en-
ergy and angle of emission are chosen so that k;
and kf are perpendicular to each other.

We have thus demonstrated that the details of
the final-state band structure are not terribly
important and that a simple model based upon the
free-electron-like energy dispersion and atomic-
like dipole selection rules provides a good de-
scription for the angle-resolved photoemission
spectra of Cu and possibly of other noble and
transition metals. Complications due to many-
body effects, the surface potential, multiple scat-
tering, and surface bands seem to be unimportant
for describing the spectra. " The success of the
model introduced here opens the possibility of
using experimental peak positions to map out the
energy bands, and the experimental peak strengths
and the polarization dependence to determine the
orbital composition of the initial states.
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We have used complementary sets of normal and superconducting probes to study the
nonequilibrium region near phase-slip centers in narrow superconducting strips. An
exponentially decaying branch imbalance potential, p, is observed and the decay length,
the quasiparticle diffusion length, is measured directly and compared to the phase-slip
resistance.

ln recent studies' ' of the current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics of narrow superconducting strips
and microbridges, a significant role is attributed
to the quasiparticles generated at localized resis-
tive regions or "phase-slip centers" in the super-

conductor. It is concluded that AD, the differen-
tial resistance of a phase-slip center above the
critical current, and the range of phase-slip cen-
ter interactions are determined by the quasipar-
ticle diffusion length. This length is X@

=—(~7 ql)"',
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where v and v@ are the velocity and relaxation
time for the quasiparticles and l is the electron
mean free path. '" In explaining the role of A@,

Skocpol, Beasley, and Tinkham' have described
the nonequilibrium region near a phase-slip cen-
ter in terms of potentials p.~ and p, for the paired
electrons and quasiparticles. While p, ~ varies
spatially only over a distance of order $ (the co-
herence length) near a phase-slip center, p, z de-
cays exponentially toward p, & with characteristic
length Ao &g. The gradient in p, o corresponds to
a quasiparticie current, jq = —Vpo/pe, in a sam-
ple of resistivity p; the phase-slip resistance is
R ~ = 2A dR/dx for a uniform strip of resistance
per unit length, dR/dh. Because a net charge
transport is associated with V p.@, it seems to us
that p. must be interpreted as the "branch imbal-
ance potential, " i.e. , p, @=p.&

—p, „where p. , and

p. , are the electrochemical potentials for the
"electronlike" (k & k F and "holelike" (k & k„)branch-
es of the quasiparticle excitation spectrum. '""
Such a potential has been observed directly in
quasiparticle-inj ection experiments. '" However,
a much larger branch imbalance is required to
explain the phase-slip experiments and, in this
case, the mechanism for the generation of the
imbalance is not understood. Moreover, the re-
ported" temperature independence of BD ~ A. &

~ v+' I implies a conflict with the well-under-
stood injection experiments which show that,
near T„the branch imbalance relaxes by inelas-
tic phonon scattering with characteristic time

alloy (S). Most samples studied were evaporated
onto silicon substrates and had thickness, d, and
mean free path, l, in the range 0.1 to 0.2 pm.
The strips were 2 p, m wide over most of their 50
p. m length. A central section either 16 or 20 p. m

long narrowed to 1 p. m in width and had a small
notch (20-30% further width reduction) to facili-
tate phase-slip at the notch location. Two arrays
of seven electrodes each were attached to the cen-
tral section as shown in Fig. 1. The electrode
spacing was either 2.0 or 2.5 p, m. The electrodes
were deposited after the sample itself was depos-
ited and oxidized so that oxide-barrier tunnel
juncti. ons were formed at the joints. This feature
is necessary to minimize distortions of the sam-
ples' metalurgical and electronic properties and
to provide a well-defined electrode-sample inter-
face. The patterning of the sample was achieved
using a photolithographic technique described
elsewhere. "

I-V characteristics were obtained directly us-
ing a high-impedance amplifier to measure the
voltage while sweeping the bias current at low
frequency. The amplifier output was signal aver-
aged to obtain curves like those shown in Fig. 2.
In these low-frequency measurements, only the
time-averaged quantities p, ~ and p. z are mea-
sured. This distinction is important only within

$ of the phase-slip center.
Figure 2 compares the I-V characteristics of

2.5-p, m segments of an indium strip to the char-

The experiments described below provide a di-
rect and detailed test of the ideas of Skocpol,
Beasley, and Tinkham and show that p, @ is the
appropriate potential. This is possible because
po/e is detectable as a voltage (setting po = p~
=0 at a remote location where the sample is in
equiLibrium) using probes of a normal material
while superconducting probes measure p~/e. ' "
We have used both kinds of probes to measure ILL„

and p. q near isolated phase-slip centers in thin
film strips of tin and indium. This is done with
sufficient spatial resolution to plot the spatial
variation of g and measure ~z directly. We veri-
fy that p@ is the same potential measured in
quasiparticle-injection experiments and has the
expected temperature dependence. Finally, the
relationship between R~ and ~q is examined.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the sample geometry
and a scanning electron micrograph of a tin sam-
ple with attached electrodes of silver (N) and a Pb
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FIG. 1. A sketch of the sample geometry and a scan-
ning electron micrograph of a tin sample with attached
electrodes of a normal (~) and superconducting ($}
material. The electrode-sample interfaces are oxide-
barrier tunnel junctions,
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FEG. 2. I-V characteristics for a phase-slip center
in an indium strip. (a) The curve p'0 is the characteris-
tics for the entire strip. The curve Vs„is obtained us-
ing superconductirg probes spanning only a 2.5-pm
strip segment which contains the phase-slip center.
Normal probes are used to obtain the curve y„„for
this segment and the curve t/N~ for an adjacent segment
for which no voltage is detected with superconducting
probes. {b) Same as (a), except that a 1.1-GHz rf sig-
nal is present.

acteristic, V„ofthe entire strip. A phase-slip
center nucleates at current I, at a position locat-
ed between the probes used to obtain V» and V».
The superconducting probes (V») show that the
entire change in P~ (6 p~ =eV»=eV, ) occurs
across the 2.5-pm-long sample segment (the drop
in V» at high current results from sample heat-
ing). In contrast, only a fraction of this change,
6 p~ = eV~, is detected using normal probes. The
remaining change in p, occurs across other
parts of the strip. The curve V» shows the nor-
mal-probe signal across an adjacent 2.5-IL(, m sam-
ple segment. In Fig. 2(b) an rf signal has been
applied to induce current steps at the Josephson
voltage and harmonics in V, and V~. The steps
are of reduced amplitude in V»—an effect pro-
posed by Clarke' as a possible source of error in
voltage standards based on the Josephson step
height.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the quantities P@(X)/e
and Pz(X)/e obtained from curves like those in
Fig. 2(a) but for a tin strip The volta. ge detected
by each probe at a fixed current is plotted at the
probe position. The notch in this sample was
poorly defined (very little width or resistance
variation) and the initial phase-slip occurred
very near one of the probe locations. The varia-
tion in the voltage Vs (Vs ——P~/e) is too rapid to
be resolved in any detail but is consistent with a
variation governed by a length c$ (we estimate
that $ -1.0 pmfor this. sample and temperature)

X(p, m)

20

FIG. 3. The spatial variation of the quantities g~
(Vs = pp/e) and Vz ( Vz = p/e) near a phase-slip center
(arrow) in a tin strip.

The variation in V~ (V„=p, q/e) is quite well re-
solved and has been fitted to a simple exponential
decay on either side of the phase-slip center: On
the left-hand side V~ =-,Vr exp[(X -X,)/&] and on
the right-hand side V„=Vr(1—r~ exp[(X, '-X)/
A.]], where V~ is the total phase-slip voltage
(i.e. , V,) and X = 4.0+ 0.2 p m. The outer points
have been adjusted slightly (-10/0—a simple ap-
plication of the diffusion equation' is involved) to
correct for the increase in sample width just out-
side the outer probe positions. Because XpIXp',
it is clear that the length extracted from measure-
ments of RD can, at best, only approximate A..
Nevertheless, Fig. 3 is strikingly similar to the
sketch of the nonequilibrium region by Skocpol,
Beasley, and Tinkham in Ref. 1 and convincingly
supports their description.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of
A.@ obtained from plots like that in Fig. 3 but for
a different tin strip. The solid circles are the
data for this decay length. The open circles are
decay lengths obtained for the case when a branch
imbalance is produced by injecting quasiparticles
into the strip through one of the tunnel-junction
electrodes; their agreement with the phase-slip
data confirms that the same quantity is involved
in both kinds of experiment. " The solid line is
a least-squares fit to the phase-slip data and is
given by Ac(T) =(1.55+ 0.05)(l —T/T, ) " pm, with
n = 0.23+ 0.03. Assuming'~ Ac = (3 vs@i)'~2 (using
the value v = v F

= 0.65 &10' cm/'sec for the quasi-
particle velocity" and the value l = 0.13 p, m ob-
tained from the strip resistivity), one obtains
for this film ~c(0) = (0.9+ 0.2) &&10 "sec. This re-
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FIG. 4. Log-log plot showing the temperature depen-
dence of the quasiparticle diffusion lergth (circles) and
the minimum differential resistance {rectangles) ob-
served for a phase-slip center in a tin strip; R/A,
= 2dR/dX.

suit is obtained with the assumption that only in-
elastic scattering affects Xz. Also the indicated
errors do not reflect variations in ~q which may
occur for differently prepared films. The value
obtained does agree, however, with the value of
(1.0+ 0.2) &&10 "sec obtained by Clarke and Pat-
terson in their injection experiments on tin
films. "

The data represented as rectangles in Fig. 4
are measurements of the differential resistance
made in the usual way with a small ac current
superimposed on the bias current. The resis-
tance scale is related to the length scale by the
factor R/A. =2dR/dX. Only a portion of the char-
acteristic for an isolated phase-slip center is
accessible experimentally because of the nuclea-
tion of other phase-slip centers and because, at
low temperatures, the characteristic is hyster-
etic [observable hysteresis occurs for (T, —T)/
T,a 0.05 in Fig. 4]. The high-temperature data
in Fig. 4 definitely overestimate RD (the resis-
tance for large I/I, ) because these data sample
dV/dI only for small values of I/I, where the I-V
characteristic is nonlinear for reasons intrinsic
to the phase-slip process. The low-temperature
data are significantly affected by simple heating
in the sample and also overestimate RD. They
are obtained from severely hysteretic character-
istics, showing marked upward curvature. Only
in the center of the temperature range covered
(solid rectangles) was dV/dI constant (within the
sensitivity of the measurement) over a finite cur-
rent range; in this temperature range, RD varies
an amount comparable to the variation in Xz but
is still larger than 2&qdR/dX by about 20%. We
conclude that at least the dominant contribution

to RD may be attributed to the quasiparticle cur-
rent in the nonequilibrium region and this contri-
bution reflects the temperature dependence of A.@.
We have shown all of the differential resistance
data to illustrate the sources of the difficulty in
obtaining more convincing evidence for the tem-
perature dependence of RD, at least in our exper-
iments. We also observed clear evidence of a
more fundamental problem which would mask any
real divergences of RD near T, even for samples
having more farorable characteristics: For both
Sn and In, variation of 10-20 mK in the local val-
ue of T,1 occurred on a scale ~~&. Such varia-
tions would obscure a real divergence in RD at
high temperatures as heating does at low temper-
atures.

In summary, direct measurements of p.& and

pq near phase-slip centers substantially confirm
the description of the nonequilibrium region by
Skocpol, Beasley, and Tinkham. A substantial
branch imbalance exists over the length, ~,
which has the temperature dependence expected
from quasiparticle-inj ection experiments and is
approximately proportional to the phase-slip re-
sistance.
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